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Lanterna provides first class support to students in the IB, 
A-Level and IGCSE programs using a variety of proven and 
successful methods. We believe that every student, with the 
right support, can gain the confidence and motivation needed 
to succeed. Since 2004 we have worked passionately to 
inspire students and to show them what it takes to achieve 
their potential.

Join coordinators from around the world who have chosen 
Lanterna to help motivate and inspire their students. 
We have a variety of options available that are proven to 
help students make progress and are proud to provide the 
flexibility to suit your needs through our in-house courses, 
online tutoring service, tailored study skills workshops or free 
motivational presentations. 
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In House Courses

 

45
is the most 

common score 
of our expert IB 

tutors!

 Oxford and 
Cambridge 

are the most common 
universities of study 

for our team!

Online Tutoring 
We have experience providing a unique configuration of online support for schools across the globe.

 
Schools organise online tutoring for their students with our tutors for several reasons. Whether there has been disruption to a particular 
subject during the year, a student wants to study a course that can’t be offered at your school or you simply want to give your 
students the best possible chance in their mocks or final exams, our tutors can help. Delivered on our online tutoring platform and 
scheduled to your convenience, our tutors are trained to cover any topic, assignment or exam. Students are able re-watch sessions, 
providing them with support that stretches beyond the sessions.

Whether you require webinars, group or solo sessions, 
Lanterna’s online support can be delivered in various forms 
to suit each school’s needs. Whatever stage of study your 
students are at, we have elite tutors ready to help out.

Trusted by over

500
Schools

50,000 
Hours Taught

Every year our team visits over 200 schools across 5 
continents, providing free inspirational presentations to 
students. Delivered by some of our most successful IB 
graduates from the perspective of someone who knows what 
it takes to survive it and succeed, our sessions give a fun and 
fresh perspective on life in, and after, the IB. Each session is 
tailored to support a different IB year group, from Pre-IB to 
DP2 students.

If you want to ensure that your students have the tools to 
succeed in their studies, our 4-hour study skills workshops are 
available to kickstart healthy study habits for your students. 
Tailored to wherever your students are in their diploma, the 
workshops are run by high-achieving IB and A-Level alumni 
and are informed by the collective experience of hundreds 
of tutors who have succeeded in these programs. Leaving 
the workshop, students depart with concrete steps to utilise 
specific study techniques to help them meet the demands of 
their program. 

Free Motivational IB Presentations IB & A-Level Study Skills Workshops

Contact Us!
If you’d like to learn more about how we can work to help your 
IB students and meet your needs, do not hesitate to contact us.

We are available via e-mail or by phone:
E-mail: info@lanternaeducation.com
Phone: +44 (0)20 3318 0578

Some feedback from co-ordinators...

“It was really perfect. Liam has a wonderful connection 

with the kids and they all enjoyed the presentations”

“The presentations were very well directed to the 

year group and the presentations were done very 

professionally by Fredrik! Thank you! I hope to get us 

booked into the August slot next year when Lanterna 

is visiting schools” in the region!”

Online Private Tuition at a glance

• One-on-one tuition tailored to your needs

• Get a head start on your revision

• Boost your confidence to help you succeed in exams

• Choose the number of hours that best suits your studies

• Choose from 30 subjects including TOK and EE 

• Choose the time and location of your tuition

If you would like to give your students a boost at any particular 
point of the year – whether that be during ‘back to school’ 
revision weeks or ahead of their mock or final exams – we bring 
study courses to you. We’ll bring our tutors to your school to 
give your students the added convenience of not needing to 
travel anywhere and ensure their time is spent efficiently and 
productively. Our priority is to be sensitive to the precise needs 
of each school, providing students with the opportunity to 
study as many subjects in as much depth as necessary.

Our typical model involves our well-tested method of intensive 
revision classes, giving students carefully structured, tailored 
teaching. In just two days students can cover the core syllabus 
of a given subject including applying their knowledge to exam 
questions. Our elite tutors bring enthusiasm and passion for 
the IB and their subject to ensure students stay motivated 
throughout the sessions.

We are proud to have held in-house 
courses at some of the best international 

schools in the world, including…

The British School of Brussels
Marymount International School in Rome 

The International School of Stuttgart 
Bavarian International School

International Community School of Zurich 
Stockholm International School 

International Community School of London 
ABA Oman

and many more!



Questions? Contact Us

“I have had a few math HL tutors, but none are were as 

kind, competent and forward-thinking as those provided 

by Lanterna. Lessons are prepared in advance and 

specifically improve your weaknesses.”

- Luca, Online Tutoring Student

“The tutors they find have been outstanding, being 

both knowledgeable in their DP subject and able to 

help students make good progress in what is often 

a fairly short, though intensive, time. Students and 

parents have been very happy. I can recommend 

Lanterna to any school wishing to give their DP 

students a valuable boost.”

- Simon Taylor, Superintendent at ABA (former Head of 

Munich International School)

“Lanterna is incredible. Within hours they had a first class 

qualified IB English Tutor for my daughter. My daughter 

had an assignment due and she achieved an A- with the 

guidance and careful tutoring of these amazing tutors.”

- Cathy, Mother of Online Tutoring Student
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“We have used Lanterna IB tutors for multiple subjects for 

the past 2 years and have been exceedingly impressed 

by each experience. Tutors are extremely knowledgeable, 

helpful and committed, and most importantly, available 

when you need them. In the relentlessly fast-paced world 

of IB deadlines, Lanterna tutors have been a guiding light 

providing clarity and confidence.!”

- Lillian, Mother of Online Tutoring Student

“Lanterna sent two Chemistry tutors to carry out an 
intensive one day revision session with our Higher Level 
and Standard Level Chemistry students. The tutors were 
confident, knowledgeable and well- prepared. Their 
recent experiences of the IB Diploma enabled them to 
give personal advice about study techniques and gave 
our students confidence that the tutors completely 
understood the course and its specific requirements. It 
was an excellent day; great value for money.” 

- Sarah, Deputy Principal at Parkside Sixth 

@ib_lanternaLanterna Education Free Online Courses

Don’t take our word for it...

Alumni Opportunities

Lanterna is growing and we’re now on the lookout for 

elite IB alumni to join our tutor team. If you have any 

top-scoring IB alumni from your school that you think 

would be perfect for our team, then please let us know!

Trustpilot

Trustpilot

Trustpilot


